We present a mini review of progress made towards theoretical modelling of surface phonons. We outline the essential ingredients of two theoretical methods, viz. an adiabatic bond charge method for semiconductor surfaces and the ab-initio density-functional perturbation method for solid surfaces in general. From the results of theoretical calculations we establish trends and criteria for the existence of localized phonon modes on group-IV(001) and III-V(110) semiconductor surfaces. We further obtain signatures of characteristic vibrational modes which develop during dissociative molecular adsorption on Si(001) surfaces. The results are compared with available experimental measurements. Some remarks are forwarded regarding manipulation of surface phonon modes for scientific advances and technological applications.
Introduction
Understanding, determining, and manipulating phonon modes on solid surfaces is an important branch of surface science and technology. The subject of lattice dynamics of solids developed nearly one hundred years ago, with the theoretical works carried out in the 1910s by Born von Kárman and by Debye. Measurements of bulk phonon spectrum started in the 1950s, based on the neutron scattering technique. The concept of surface phonons predates this, as in 1887 Lord Rayleigh discussed the presence of such excitations on the surface of isotropic elastic media. Due to small cross sections, the neutron scattering technique is generally not suitable for surface studies. Two eters are not in general transferable to other situations. First-principles models [3] require no adjustable parameters as relevant interatomic force constants are determined ab initio. First-principles methods become necessary when evaluating surface phonon modes. This is because eigensolutions (frequencies and polarisation) corresponding to surface phonon modes are usually quite sensitive to atomic relaxation and structural reconstruction on surfaces. Such effects can be confidently evaluated, without the use of any adjustable parameters, from firstprinciples methods. Recent developments in theoretical and computational techniques have made first-principles studies of surface lattice dynamics a reality. However, such studies are computationally very demanding. Hybrid models (see, e.g. [4] [5] [6] ) are basically phenomenological in nature but include useful parameters obtained from firstprinciples calculations of electronic structure and atomic geometry.
In this paper we will outline the essential ingredients of an example of the first-principles approach and an example of a hybrid approach for theoretical phonon studies, within a supercell modeling of a surface. The firstprinciples approach will be based on the application of the planewave pseudopotential method within the ab-initio density-function perturbation technique. The hybrid approach will be based on the application of the adiabatic bond charge model incorporating structural as well as electronic information obtained from the application of the ab-initio pseudopotential method.
Using the results of theoretical calculations we will establish trends and criteria for the existence of localised phonon modes on group-IV(001) and III-V(110) semiconductor surfaces. We will further obtain signatures of characteristic vibrational modes which develop during dissociative molecular adsorption on Si(001) surfaces.
Theoretical Methods

Essential ingredients for lattice dynamical calculations
The purpose of lattice dynamical calculations is to determine phonon dispersion relations (phonon frequencies as a function of phonon wave vector q and phonon polarisation : ω = ω(q )) and the corresponding atomic vibrational pattern (phonon eigenvectors e(b; q ) for b th atom). This requires setting up a dynamical matrix from inter-atomic harmonic force constants. The challenging task of determining inter-atomic force constants has been attempted at essentially three different levels of sophistication. These can be classified as: semi-classical and empirical, first-principles, and hybrid between empirical and first-principles. Empirical approaches resort to considering the force constants in terms of several fitting parameters for reproducing results of fully or partially measured experimental results for a particular crystal. But such methods are not expected to make reliable predictions, and the fitted parameters are usually nontransferable to other crystalline structures of the same material. First-principles methods are capable of determining reliable, and transferable, inputs to dynamical matrices. Such methods start by solving the quantum mechanical electronic eigenvalue problem to determine total electronic energy or inter-atomic electronic forces. These are processed to determine electronic (electron-electron as well as ion-electron) force constants. The electronic contribution is then added to the (classical) ionic (ionion) force constants, which can be determined straightforwardly. Hybrid approaches consider the classical ionic part in the usual manner, and attempt to include results of first-principles electronic contribution in a simple but physically appealing manner. In the following subsections we will present the essential features of the first-principles method and of a hybrid method.
Surface modeling within a supercell technique
One of the easiest and successful approaches for modeling a solid surface is to consider a slab geometry with artificial periodicity normal to the surface (see, e.g. [7] ). This will give rise to the concept of a supercell containing a few atomic layers and a vacuum layers. One side of the atomic slab can be passivated and the other side considered as the 'active' surface. In some cases, depending on symmetry of the atomic slab, both sides can be considered as identically active surfaces. The in-plane size of the supercell is chosen according to required surface 'reconstruction'. The sizes of the atomic slab and the vacuum region are chosen with the consideration that intra as well as inter slab waves (atomic vibrational or electronic) experience minimum interference from each other. To such a periodic system the usual periodic boundary conditions can be applied, and calculations for phonon states or electronic structure can proceed in the same manner as for bulk calculations.
First-principles calculations of surface phonons
First-principles calculations of phonons are rooted in ab initio electronic total energy results. Several theoretical methods are available for this purpose. One of the most successful methods for electronic calculations involves application of the planewave pseudopotential technique within the density-functional scheme [7] . Within assumed surface reconstruction, equilibrium or relaxed atomic positions within the atomic slab are determined by attempting to minimise the total energy. Using the minimised total energy results, inter-atomic force constants can be determined, from which an appropriate dynamical matrix can be set up and solved for phonon modes. Apart from the consideration of a suitable electronic exchangecorrelation functional, there is no adjustable parameter, making the theory of phonons totally first-principles.
In practice, phonon calculations can be attempted at three levels of sophistication. In the simplest approach, the socalled frozen-phonon approach, phonon frequency corresponding to a chosen atomic vibrational pattern is calculated from either the difference in the total energy or from the resulting Hellmann-Feynman forces. In another approach, phonon eigensolutions (frequencies and corresponding eigenvectors) at Brillouin zone centre can be obtained by solving a limited-size dynamical matrix which is set up from Hellman-Feynman forces corresponding to small displacements of atoms in the surface region. For complete lattice dynamical results (i.e. for phonon dispersion relations and eigenvectors for an arbitrary phonon wave vector inside Brillouin zone) the perturbation method based on a linear response of electronic states to atomic displacement can be used [3] . A good review of the DFTperturbation technique is provided in Ref. [8] .
Adiabatic bond charge method for surface phonon calculations
The adiabatic bond charge model was originally developed by Weber [4] for calculating phonon dispersion relations for semiconductors with diamond structure and extended by Rustagi and Weber [5] for zincblende semiconductors. It is important to point out that the basic concept of the bond charge model requires that the electronic charge distribution between neighbouring atoms should be clearly identifiable in terms of well defined maxima around an ion where bond charges (BCs) could be placed. This can be successfully done for semiconductors with either purely covalent bonding (e.g. Si, Ge) or at least with reasonably covalent bonding (such as III-V and II-VI semiconductors). The model was extended by Tütüncü and Srivastava [6] for surface phonon calculations within the supercell technique. The main idea of this model is that the valence electron charge density distribution is represented by massless bond charges (BCs), positioned at the maximum in the charge density and endowed with translational degrees of freedom. In III-V semiconductors the bond charges are positioned along atomic bonds, displaced towards anions with the ratio 3:5. Regarding ions and BCs are particles, inter-particle forces are derived from particle-particle long-ranged Coulomb, particle-particle short-ranged central and BC-BC shortranged non-central (i.e. bond-bending) Keating potential [9] . An important issue in successful application of the adiabatic bond charge model for surface phonon calculations is to input relaxed atomic positions and the corresponding surface BCs. Such information can be obtained from first-principles total energy calculations. In our approach we have been making first-principles calculations by applying the planewave pseudopotential method, within the density-functional scheme, as briefly described earlier in this section.
Results
It is well known that phonon modes in solids are governed by atomic masses and interatomic force constants. These two factors are also largely responsible in determining phonon modes on solid surfaces. However, one of the two factors, viz. interatomic force constants, will in general be different for surface atoms due to their reduced coordination. It is therefore important to establish the equilibrium positions of surface atoms, corresponding to minimum in the total energy of the system. In general, equilibrium atomic positions on solid surfaces are explained by using the concepts of 'surface reconstruction' and 'atomic relaxation' [7] . Vibrations of surface atoms can either resonate with bulk vibrational spectrum or occupy new frequencies (in the form of localised or local phonon modes). Also, compared with bulk atoms, surface atoms participate in a richer variety of vibrational patterns. With the help of some examples presented below, we will come across the concepts of modes described as stretching, swinging, rotational, etc.
Group-IV(001)-(2×1) surface
The (001) surface of group-IV elements C, Si,Ge and α-Sn is grown by using the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technique. The surface shows different reconstructions at different temperatures. At room temperature, the most dominant reconstruction is (2 × 1). For this reconstruction the two atoms in the top surface layer dimerise, leaving each of these to have only one dangling electronic bond. Fig. 1 shows the relaxed atomic geometry of the C(001)-(2×1) surface, together with the electronic charge density of the highest occupied electronic state. The surface dimer bond lies in the (001) plane with a length of 1.38 Å, approximately 10.5% shorter than the bulk diamond bond length. As described previously, for ab initio phonon calculations a complete spatial distribution of electronic charge density is utilised. For phonon calculations using the BCM, the surface dangling BCs are decided according to the maximum in the electronic valence charge density presented in the figure. The surface phonon dispersion relations obtained from both the ab initio method and the BCM are found [10] to be in agreement with results measured using the electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [11] . Fig. 2 shows such a comparison using the results from the ab initio method.
Numerical results [10, 12] for characteristic features of the dimer bond are presented in Tab. 1. There is a progressive change in the geometrical characteristics in the surface layer across C(001)-
. The calculated dimer bond length differs from the (theoretical) bulk bond length by -10.5%, -3.8%, -0.6% and +1.0%, and the dimer tilt out of the (001) plane is 0°, 16°, 18°and 22°for the C, Si, Ge and α-Sn surfaces, respectively. In general, several types of vibrational modes exist on semiconductor surfaces. It is interesting to describe three types of surface modes on group-IV(001)-(2×1) surfaces. Surface localised Rayleigh modes exist, slightly below the bulk continuum, towards the surface Brillouin zone edge. Resonating with the bulk spectrum, we can identify a dimer-stretch mode. Phonon modes corresponding to back bonds (joining dimer atoms and their nearest neigh- bours in the sub-surface layer) can appear in the upper part of the bulk spectrum. For surfaces with a large dimer tilt, such as αSn (001) The results presented in Fig. 3 suggest that there is a direct correlation between the dimer stretch energy and the percentage change in the dimer length with respect to the bulk bond length. The linear behaviour across Si(001)-(2 × 1) -Ge(001)-(2 × 1) -αSn(001)-(2 × 1) can be expected, as the dimer bond length change is reasonably small and the atomic bonding characteristics of bulk Si, Ge and αSn are similar, with electronic charge density being maximum midway between atomic bonds. The significant departure from the linear trend for C(001)-(2 × 1) can be explained in terms of the characteristic two-peak feature of the electronic charge distribution along the C-C bulk bond, contributing to zero tilt and significant reduction in the dimer bond length.
III-V(110) and II-VI(110) surfaces
The (110) surface is the cleavage plane for semiconductors with the zincblende structure. There is no surface reconstruction, but there is a characteristic relaxation of the top two atomic layers. Each atomic layer contains a zigzag chain of cations and anions. Following the electron counting rule [13] , the electron-deficient cation transfers the electron in its dangling bond to the dangling bond at the electron-rich anion. The cation moves towards the deeper layers and the anion moves towards the vacuum region, and the surface cation-anion bond length is reduced. Previous studies show that the vertical buckling of the top layer ∆ 1 ⊥ increases linearly with the surface bond-length d . This phenomenologically determined relationship between the surface buckling and surface bond length reduction is shown in Fig. 4 . The calculated surface phonon modes on III-V(110) and II-VI(110) are in general either localized modes or resonant modes, which can be seen in Fig. 5 for the (110) surface of InP. In general, the calculated surface phonons on InP(110) are in good agreement with experimental data [14] . Surface localized modes are in general found below the acoustic spectrum at the zone edges (as Rayleigh modes), in stomach gap region within the projected bulk acoustic spectrum, and above the optical spectrum (known as the Fuchs-Kliewer mode). Moreover, several localized phonon states appear throughout the surface Brillouin zone in the acoustic-optical gap region which results from large mass difference between cation and anion atoms. The frequency of the Rayleigh mode shows a linear variation with the inverse square root of the total mass (i.e., sum of cation and anion masses), as seen in Fig. 6(a) . Such a variation is expected as this branch is surface acoustic mode. Higher energy phonon modes for III-V(110) surfaces are related to the reduced mass of cation and anion atoms due to their optical character. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the Fuchs-Kliewer frequency on III-V(110) surfaces against the product of the cubic lattice constant (i.e. ) and the square root of the inverse reduced [14] . Reproduced from [6] . mass of cation and anion atoms.
The variation with the inverse reduced mass is also observed for gap phonon modes on III-V(110) surfaces [15] . The Brillouin zone average of the lowest gap mode frequency is approximately 1.19 between GaP(110) and InP(110) and 1.32 between InP(110) and InAs(110). These values can be compared with the ratio of the square root of the reduced masses, viz. 1.10 between InP and GaP, 1.32 between InAs and InP. This observation indicates that the effective force constants governing the localized gap phonon modes on the (110) surface of InAs, InP and GaP are rather similar. We have also observed that the location of gap phonon modes can be related to the ratio of cation and anion masses. For the (110) surface of InAs, InP and GaP, a gap phonon state has been found in the middle of the acoustic-optical gap region while for the (110) surface [15] . This observation tells us that the gap phonon states can be obtained well inside the acoustic-optical gap region if the mass of the cation is bigger than the mass of the anion. It is important to note that similar mass trends have also been observed for the surface dynamics of II-VI(110) surfaces [16] . However, the energy difference between corresponding surface phonon modes on III-V(110) and II-VI(110) surfaces cannot be explained only on the basis of mass trend. For example, surface phonons on CdTe(110) in general lie at lower energies than their counterparts on InSb(110) although both materials have similar lattice constant, and similar total mass as well as reduced mass per unit primitive cell. The only significant difference between these materials is that CdTe is more ionic. As a consequence of the ionicity difference, the surface optical modes on CdTe(110) are found at lower energies than their counterparts on InSb(110). A detailed comparison of surface phonon modes for these surfaces can be seen in Tab. 2. The phonon modes in this table have similar displacement patterns to each other and their energies are different from each other due to the larger ionicity factor of CdTe. Thus, we can say that the cationanion mass difference as well as the ionicity difference are two important factors for governing the lattice dynamics of III-V(110) as well as II-VI(110) surfaces.
Dissociated molecular adsorption on group-IV(001) surfaces
A clear understanding of reconstruction and relaxation patterns on a given semiconductor surface, and the char- 
Inorganic molecules
Ammonia (NH 3 ) is an excellent nitridation agent, and its adsorption on Si(001) is considered useful for production of ultrathin, sharp silicon nitride interface. Phosphine (PH 3 ) is commonly used as a dopant source for growing thin n-type Si films. Various experimental investigations (see [17] and references therein) have suggested that these molecules adsorb on the Si(001)-(2×1) surface dissociatively. First-principles calculations [17] have presented the most probable reaction path for such an adsorption process. Fig. 7 shows the molecular and dissociative adsorption models. Tab. 3 lists important zone-centre vibrational modes for the molecular and dissociative adsorption of these molecules XH 3 (X=N,P,As) on Si(001)-(2×1). For dissociative adsorption of NH 3 and PH 3 , with the XH 2 unit and H bonded to the two Si atoms of the surface dimer, theoretical estimates of the stretch, scissors, and bend modes are in very good agreement with experimental observations made from high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIS). The agreement between theory and experiment for such modes can be considered to make a firm acceptance of the dissociative adsorption model. The theory also makes predictions for such vibrational modes for the dissociative adsorption of AsH 3 on Si(001)-(2×1). These results could be verified experimentally and the adsorption model could thus be concluded.
Hydrocarbon molecules
Adsorption of hydrocarbon molecules, such as acetylene (C 2 H 2 ) and ethelene (C 2 H 4 ), on Si(001) surfaces is considered to have potential technological use in producing the heteroepitaxy of SiC and diamond films. This has led to a large number of investigations of the interaction of such molecules with the Si(001) surfaces. Several adsorption models have been proposed and defended for both these molecules. Fig. 8 shows some of the proposed structures for acetylene. Tab. 4 shows the calculated zonecentre vibrational modes for some of the structural models. It is clear that the vibrational modes corresponding to the C-C bonds are more decisively affected by the choice of the adsorption site than are the Si-Si dimer and C-H bond modes. Thus precise characterisation of the C-C bond is very important in determining the adsorption site of the C 2 H 2 molecule. Unfortunately, as can be noted from the table, there is a large spread in C-C vibrational modes from HREELS measurements from different groups [23] [24] [25] . Although total energy calculations [26] suggest that di-σ -bond structure is the most stable, some of the metastable configurations, such as the tetra-σ model, are also possible. Indeed, Nishijima et al. [23] have reinterpreted their HREELS data to support the tetra-σ model. More work is required to finalise the reaction of the molecule with the Si(001) surfaces. [26] . [24] 2980 1450 1240 1065 680 HREELS [25] 2980 1450 1240-1065 680
Another hydrocarbon that has been found useful [27, 28] for its adsorption on the Si(001) surface is methanol (CH 3 OH). Adsorption of this molecule could well be a precursor for low pressure chemical vapour deposition of SiO 2 . Raman spectroscopy investigations [29] indicate that the molecular axis of methanol (or the methoxy group (-OCH 3 ) is oriented nearly perpendicular to the the silicon surface at low coverages, but it takes on a parallel or random orientation at high coverages. Investigations using angle-resolved electron energy loss spectroscopy in reflection mode suggest [30] suggest that the methoxy group (-OCH 3 ) bonds to silicon dangling bond via the oxygen atom. Investigations using Fourier transform reflection-absorption infrared spectroscopy have led to the conclusion [31] that the adsorption of methanol occurs as a dissociative process, with the formation of Si-OCH 3 and Si-H bonds. Further evidence for the dissociative adsorption of methanol is provided from investigations using synchrotron radiation-excited photoemission and photon-stimulated desorption spectroscopies [32] , and from Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) [33] .
Despite the general consensus about dissociative adsorption of methanol on Si(001), precise structural models are difficult to ascertain, as these can be influenced by the amount of molecular coverage and surface temperature. As mentioned before, for a given coverage at a temperature, signatures of different structural models can be established by examining vibrational modes corresponding to different bonds within the molecular fragment and between a fragment and the surface Si atom. Here we present the results of ab initio calculations for 0.25 ML (monolayer) coverage, i.e. for one methanol molecule adsorbed on every (2×2) surface unit [34] . Two competing dissociative adsorption models are shown in Fig. 9 . The d O con- The conclusion regarding the possibility of dissociative adsorption via the two types of fragmentation discussed above can be further strengthened by examining vibrational modes obtained from theoretical as well as experimental techniques. Calculated results of the zone-centre vibrational modes for both dissociative models are presented in Tab. 5. The calculated symmetric and asymmetric stretch CH 3 modes for both models are in agreement with Raman measurements [29] . Similarly, the theoretical estimates of the Si-H (stretch), CH (deformation), CH (rocking) and C-O (stretch) for both models are in agreement with the analysis of infra-red spectroscopic measurements [31] .
Summary
In this mini review we have presented a flavour of progress made towards theoretical modeling of phonon modes on semiconductor surfaces. We have shown that ab initio theoretical approaches, such as the planewave pseudopotential method rooted in the application of the density functional theory, provide a comprehensive and accurate understanding of equilibrium atomic geometry and related vibrational modes on semiconductor surfaces.
The results of theoretical prediction for phonon dispersion relations for the C(001)-(2×1) surface are in good agreement with measurements using HREELS. The theory has enabled us to determine characteristics of atomic geometry, phonon dispersion relations, and trends related to these, for III-V(110) and II-VI(110) surfaces. In particular it has been pointed out that the tilt in the top surface layer can be correlated with the surface bond length, which in turn is heavily influenced by the ionicity of the compound and on the electronic structure of the constituent atomic species. The trend in acoustic surface modes (such as the Rayleigh mode) is directly related to the sum of the constituent atomic masses. In contrast, the trend in the variation of the highest surface optical mode (such as the Fuchs-Kliewer mode) can be related jointly to the lattice constant and the reduced cation-anion mass.
Theoretical investigations of plausible equilibrium geometry and surface vibrational modes for dissociative molecular adsorption of small inorganic molecules NH 3 , PH 3 and AsH 3 , and of small organic molecules in the form of hydrocarbons C 2 H 2 (acetylene), C 2 H 4 (ethylene), and CH 3 OH (methanol) have also been discussed. It has been emphasised that detailed analysis of characteristic vibrational modes corresponding to specific surface-molecule bonds using both experimental techniques and ab initio theory is essential for determining molecule-surface interaction and an eventual understanding of processes leading to development of thin n-or p-type semiconductor films, or of SiO 2 films, etc. Further progress in theoretical, thermodynamical, and computational techniques can be expected in near future, which will enable better understanding of surface interaction processes and thus development of films for desired technological applications.
